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1. Introduction

The recent development of wide bandgap
semiconductors has been pivotal in facili-
tating the growing demand for efficient
UV photodetectors across diverse applica-
tions such as flame detection, missile track-
ing systems, and biochemical sensing.[1,2]

Si-based devices have dominated the UV
detector market for many years, despite
the low Si bandgap of 1.1 eV[3] which is
non-ideal for UV detector applications.
UV excitation of Si results in significant
phonon generation, leading to accelerated
material aging and a decrease in device effi-
ciency and operational lifetime.[4] Wide
bandgap semiconductors, loosely defined
as those with a bandgap energy greater
than 3 eV, are naturally suited for UV pho-
todetector applications. This category of

materials encompasses ZnO, GaN, AlN, and SiC for the most
mature materials,[5–8] as well as emerging materials like Ga2O3.
Owing to a wider bandgap energy of 4.7–5.3 eV, Ga2O3 has
gained increasing attention over recent years for its promising
applications in high power electronics and solar-blind optoelec-
tronics.[9] This polymorphic compound exists in several forms,
including the thermodynamically stable β-Ga2O3 phase, and
the metastable α-Ga2O3 phase. The latter is particularly attractive
as it exhibits the widest bandgap (≈5.1–5.3 eV) among all phases
of Ga2O3

[10–13] and offers a wide design space for bandgap engi-
neering through alloying with several isomorphic sesquioxides
like Al2O3,

[14] In2O3,
[15] Fe2O3,

[16] or Ti2O3.
[17]

To enhance the efficiency and reliability of wide bandgap
semiconductor devices, it is crucial to gain an understanding
of the material’s fundamental properties. Of particular relevance
to the design of UV solar-blind detectors is the absorption of light
by the material, quantified by the optical absorption coefficient α.
Measuring the absorption coefficient as a function of photon
energy at sub-bandgap photon energies reflects the presence
of trap states arising from defects, or band tails associated with
structural or compositional disorder.

While there are several methods for measuring the optical
absorption coefficient α, few are well suited for accurate meas-
urements within the bandgap. Optical transmission is the most
common method to measure the absorption coefficient and
provides good accuracy for energies near the bandgap of the
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The optical absorption coefficient is one of the fundamental properties of
semiconductors and is critical to the development of optical devices. Herein, a
revival of the constant photocurrent method is presented to measure sub-
bandgap absorption in wide bandgap semiconductor films. The method involves
maintaining a constant photocurrent by continually adjusting the impinging
photon flux across the energy spectrum. Under such conditions, the reciprocal of
the photon flux for uniformly absorbed light is proportional to the absorption
coefficient. This method is applied to α-Ga2O3 and reveals that it can access the
absorption coefficient from 1� 105 cm�1 at the band edge (5.3 eV) to 0.8 cm�1

close to mid-bandgap (2.7 eV). Changes in the steepness of the absorption curve
in the sub-bandgap region are in excellent agreement with defect states of
α-Ga2O3 reported by deep level transient spectroscopy, indicating that the
technique shows promise as a probe of energetically distributed defect states in
thin film wide bandgap semiconductors.
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material. However, the method lacks accuracy in the sub-
bandgap region, as transmission is naturally high thus limiting
the ability of the detector to sense subtle variations in transmit-
tance and small experimental inaccuracies begin to dominate the
apparent absorption measurement. Photothermal deflection
spectroscopy is the standard measurement technique when mea-
suring the absorption coefficient at sub-bandgap energies,[18] and
has been applied to investigate β-Ga2O3 films.[19]

An alternative approach to obtain an accurate measurement of
the absorption coefficient in the sub-bandgap range is the con-
stant photocurrent method (CPM). This photoconductive tech-
nique involves continually adjusting the photon flux incident
on the material to maintain a constant photocurrent across
the energy spectrum.[20] Under such conditions, the reciprocal
of the photon flux is proportional to the absorption coefficient.
This method is well established in the study of sub-bandgap
absorption in amorphous Si[21–23] but has been largely over-
looked for wide bandgap semiconductors. In an early application,
Vaněček et al. mapped the absorption spectrum of hydrogenated
Si extending into the mid-gap region.[22] Other than Si, CPM has
been used in CdSe,[24] CuGaSe2,

[25] and AlGaN/GaN heterostruc-
tures which to our knowledge is the material with the widest
bandgap investigated so far using CPM.[26]

Studying sub-bandgap absorption can be challenging due to
the requirement of a large enough optical signal over a broad
spectral range to generate a photocurrent. Deuterium and xenon
broadband light sources are available commercially and yield a
spectrum over a broad range. However, these sources are still
relatively weak in the sub-bandgap region of wide bandgap
semiconductors. Furthermore, spectrally resolving the broad
emission of these sources may induce parasitic second order dif-
fraction effects. In this study, we present an adapted experimen-
tal setup by implementing a broad range of light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) in place of a broadband light source to conduct CPM
acquisition in wide bandgap semiconductors. We illustrate the
methodology by characterizing the sub-bandgap absorption in
α-Ga2O3 thin films (Eg≈ 5.3 eV), and combine the CPM data with
optical transmission measurements to obtain an experimental
determination of the absorption coefficient α measured from
2.7 to 5.3 eV, i.e., covering half of the α-Ga2O3 bandgap.

2. Theoretical Background

Photoconduction is the process whereby the conductivity σ of a
material increases under photon illumination. Under light illu-
mination, photoconductivity Δσ can be expressed as

Δσ ¼ qðΔnμn þ ΔpμpÞ (1)

where q is the charge of the carrier, Δn (Δp) is the excess free
electron (hole) density generated by the incident photons, and
μn (μp) is the electron (hole) mobility.[27] Equation (1) shows that
the photoconduction process is dependent on carrier mobility,
which is itself influenced by the effective mass of the electrons
and holes. In wide bandgap semiconductors, the effective mass
of the electrons is typically lower than that of the holes, resulting
in greater electron mobility (e.g., μn

μp
� 100 for GaN[28] and

SiC-4H[29] and μn
μp
� 200 are predicted for Ga2O3

[30]). Under

the conditions of electron-dominated transport, Equation (1)
can be simplified to

Δσ ¼ qΔnμn (2)

Δn is the product of the carrier-generation rate G and the free
electron lifetime τn, the mean time spent by excess (photogen-
erated) electrons in the conduction band before they recombine.

Δn ¼ Gτn (3)

The value of τn depends upon the recombination mechanism
prevailing. It is often found to be a function of photon flux, as
reflected in a sub- or supralinear dependence of photocurrent
on photon flux measurements in materials such as Ga2O3,

[31,32]

GaN,[33] and ZnO.[34] This nonlinearity stems from complex
recombination mechanisms, which may involve bimolecular
or trap-mediated carrier kinetics. While recombination processes
are an important area of study in semiconductor materials, our
focus in this article is on the use of photoconductivity in a spec-
troscopic role, as developed below.

Substituting Equation (3) into (2) gives

Δσ ¼ Gqτnμn (4)

The average photocarrier generation rate G is defined as[27]

G ¼ ηΦð1� RÞ 1� expð�αdÞ
d

(5)

where η is the quantum efficiency, Φ is the incident photon flux,
R is the film reflectance, α is the absorption coefficient of the
film, and d is the film thickness. The situation for various values
of αd is illustrated in Figure 1. In the case of weak optical absorp-
tion typical for sub-bandgap excitation, that is, where αd � 1, the
generation rate is uniform throughout the film, and Equation (5)
can be approximated as

G ≈ ηΦð1� RÞα (6)

Figure 1. Transmitted light intensity (incident from the left) versus depth
in a 130 nm thick film, described by the Beer Lambert law: i) αd ≫ 1: inci-
dent light is strongly absorbed at the surface of the film; ii) αd ¼ 1: 67% of
the light is absorbed within the film; and iii) αd � 1: light absorption is
small and uniform throughout the film, giving a constant generation rate
and carrier lifetime.
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Substituting Equation (6) into (4) gives

Δσ ¼ ηΦð1� RÞαqτnμn (7)

Under the reasonable assumption that η, μn, and R do not vary
significantly with incident photon energy, as is typically the case
for sub-bandgap excitation, Equation (7) indicates that the
absorption coefficient α is a function of Δσ, Φ, and τn:
Furthermore, if we actively maintain a constant photocurrent
by adjusting Φ at each photon energy, the quasi-Fermi levels
are fixed, which in turn maintains a constant τn: Thus, under
the constant photocurrent conditions, Equation (7) reduces to

αðEphÞ ¼
Constant
ΦðEphÞ

(8)

where Eph is the photon energy. Equation (8) shows that by
recording the photon fluxΦðEphÞ required to maintain a constant
photocurrent versus energy, we obtain a relative measure of the
absorption coefficient α, given that we maintain a uniform gen-
eration rate throughout the sample thickness (αd � 1). The CPM
spectrum may be calibrated by overlapping with the optical
absorption spectrum in the region where both are approximately
valid (αd ≤ 1).

The absorption coefficient αðEphÞ is determined by the sum of
all the permitted transitions between occupied and empty elec-
tron states. It follows that α and the density of states (DOS),
defined as the number of states per unit volume per unit energy,
are related. During the CPM experiment, sweeping from lower to
higher Eph elicits transitions from deeper filled states in the
bandgap, which continue to accrue with increasing photon
energy as additional filled states are brought into play.
Therefore, CPM can be used as a DOS spectroscopy technique
of localized states, provided 1) the states are filled, i.e., below the
Fermi level; 2) the conduction band edge is sharp relative to
the distribution of the localized states in the bandgap; and
3) thermally assisted transitions are ignored.[23] The DOS gðEÞ,
where E ¼ EC � Eph, is then proportional to dαðEphÞ

dEph
.[35] We con-

sider how CPM might be used to identify specific defect states
in Ga2O3 later in this work.

3. Experimental Section

3.1. Sample Preparation

In this study, we used an unintentionally doped 130 nm thick
α-Ga2O3 film grown on c-plane Al2O3 by plasma enhanced
atomic layer deposition. Further details on the growth of the sam-
ple are detailed in ref. [12]. X-ray diffractograms revealed an
intense reflection near 2θ= 40.25° which corresponded to the
α-Ga2O3 0006 reflection. Additional reflections at lower angles
indicated additional phase inclusions from κ-Ga2O3 as was also
observed by transmission electron microscopy.[12] The films were
processed into photodetector structures by depositing interdigi-
tated Ti (20 nm)/Au (80 nm) metal electrodes to produce Ohmic
contacts.[36,37]

3.2. UV–Vis Spectrophotometry

Optical transmission measurements were obtained using a
Shimadzu UV-2600 UV–vis spectrophotometer equipped with
an integrating sphere. The absorption coefficient spectrum
was obtained from the Beer Lambert law.

αðEphÞ ¼
1
d
ln

1
T

� �
(9)

where d is the film thickness and T is the transmittance.

3.3. CPM Setup

Optical excitation across the energy spectrum was generated
using a series of LEDs covering photon energies from ≈ 2.7 to
5.2 eV (corresponding to wavelengths from 240 to 460 nm)
detailed in Table 1. A DC power supply controlled the LED driv-
ing current between 1 and 50mA. While considered monochro-
matic, the emission spectrum of LEDs could be relatively broad,
and shift with temperature or operating current. To select a nar-
rower wavelength range, the output from the LED was spectrally
resolved using a Solar Laser Systems ML44 high aperture
compact monochromator with a diffraction grating of
1200 lines mm�1 blazed at 270 nm, with its slits set to achieve
a spectral bandpass of (3� 1) nm. An optic fiber was used to
direct the light to the sample, positioned 5mm from the exit
of the optic fiber at ≈45° incidence. Fine control of photon flux
was achieved by adjusting the LED current. Close to the bandgap
of α-Ga2O3 (≈240–270 nm) neutral density filters were required
for coarse attenuation of the photon flux. The sample photocur-
rent was measured at a bias of 10 V using a Keithley 6487
Picoammeter on a Signatone probe station. The optical power
incident on the sample was measured using a Thorlabs
PM100 power meter unit with a coupled S130VC Si photodiode.
The experimental set up is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.4. CPM Procedure

The first step of the approach was to choose a value of photocur-
rent to be kept constant throughout the experiment, referred to as
the CPM reference value. This value must be sufficiently high to

Table 1. Details of LEDs used for the CPM experiment, supplied from
Thorlabs.

Part
number

Wavelength
[nm]

Nominal
power [mW]

Bandwidth
[nm]

Viewing half
angle [°]

LED 465E 465 20 25 8

LED 450L 450 7 20 20

LED 430L 430 8 20 22

LED 405E 405 8.4 15 5

LED 375L 375 1 10 20

LED 325W2 325 1.7 11 114

LED 275J 275 1.6 11 7.5

LED 250J 250 1 12 7.5
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give a good signal-to-noise ratio but remain low so that the pho-
tocurrent must not greatly exceed the sample dark current; oth-
erwise, the occupancy of states in the gap close to the Fermi level
would be modified which in turn would yield an inaccurate value
of the absorption coefficient. The dark current in our device was
typically 1 pA at room temperature, and a CPM reference value of
7.8 pA was chosen. The validity of the CPM reference was dem-
onstrated over a range of 7.8–117 pA, highlighted in Figure 3.
Due to the limited power of the LEDs in the low absorption
region, it was not possible to maintain a high CPM reference
current in that region. Therefore, a CPM reference value of
7.8 pA was selected to probe deeper into the bandgap of the mate-
rial. Furthermore, as Ga2O3 was reported to have a low conduc-
tion band DOS, the possibility of excitation to a second transport
band in the CB was considered. Peelaers et al. demonstrated the-
oretically that when the carrier density exceeds ≈1019 cm�3, car-
riers are excited to additional conduction bands.[38] In this work,
our sample is non-intentionally doped, and the low photocurrent
used results in a carrier density orders of magnitude lower than
predicted by Peelaers, therefore, this effect is unlikely.

The longest wavelength, 465 nm LED, was first selected and
scanned spectrally from 470 to 450 nm in 3 nm steps using
the monochromator. The initial setting of the CPM reference
value was carried out at 470 nm. The optical flux was then mea-
sured using the power meter. The wavelength selection in the
monochromator was then decreased by 3 nm and the LED driv-
ing current was adjusted so that the sample photocurrent
remained matched to the CPM reference value within 5%, with
the optical flux measured at each wavelength increment. This
process was repeated with the same LED until the CPM reference
value could not be reached (i.e., when the chosen wavelength was
too far from the LED peak wavelength to generate sufficient pho-
tocurrent). The light source was then switched to the LED next in
line, here a 450 nm LED, and the process repeated. At the cross-
over wavelength between LEDs, spectral overlap was required to
generate a continuous spectrum. The final two measurements of
the 465 nm LED and the first two measurements with the
450 nm LED were matched and the spectra overlapped. This pro-
cess was repeated with the complete series of LEDs until reach-
ing bandgap excitation, here 240 nm. As presented in the
theoretical background section, plotting the reciprocal of the opti-
cal flux versus photon energy results in a value proportional to
the absorption coefficient α (Equation (8))—the proportionality
lies with the constants outlined in Equation (7). To remove the
proportionality factor, the CPM spectrum is normalized to the
absorption coefficient in the high absorption region (i.e., near-
bandgap energy) obtained from the optical transmission meas-
urements. This was achieved by overlapping the CPM and optical
transmission measurements where both were approximately
valid at αd ≤ 1.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 compares the experimental absorption coefficient ver-
sus photon energy obtained by CPM and optical transmission
for our α-Ga2O3 sample. As explained in Experimental
Section, the CPM spectrum was overlapped with the high absorp-
tion region in the optical transmission spectrum at ≈4.7 eV (cor-
responding to αd ¼ 1 condition). The requirement for the scaling
of the CPM spectrum using the absolute values of α from the
optical absorption spectrum is rooted in Equation (8), which
shows that plotting the reciprocal of the photon flux versus pho-
ton energy yields a value proportional to the absorption coeffi-
cient. In this spectral region, it becomes increasingly difficult
to measure the absorptance using conventional optical spectro-
photometry, and this is evident in Figure 3, where we believe that
the apparent increase in absorptance arises from thin-film inter-
ference effects. In principle, these reflections could excite addi-
tional carriers into the conduction band which would show as a
series of fringes in the obtained CPM absorption curve. Typically,
this is accounted for by simultaneously measuring the transmit-
ted light through the sample, often referred to as “absolute
CPM”.[39] However, here we observed no sign of interference
fringes in the measured CPM absorption spectra (Figure 3);
therefore, the absolute CPM technique was deemed unnecessary.

In principle, carrier transitions yielding either a free electron
or free hole can give rise to an increase in carrier photocurrent,
leading to a potentially complex situation. Fortunately, the hole

Figure 2. CPM experimental set-up.

Figure 3. Absorption coefficient spectra of α-Ga2O3 obtained via CPM
using different CPM reference currents (8 pA [green squares], 40 pA [white
circles], and 177 pA [black triangles]) and optical transmission methods
[gold]. The black line indicates how the absorption coefficient should scale
in a direct bandgap semiconductor for a perfect crystal.[41]
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mobility is low in Ga2O3. Calculations of the band structure indi-
cate that the valence band is comprised of oxygen (O) 2p orbitals,
giving a flat E–k relationship and a low effective mass
Additionally, due to strong electron–hole coupling, holes will
tend to become self-trapped at O sites due to local lattice
distortions.[40] We therefore believe it is reasonable to suppose
that electron transport dominates the measured photocurrent,
due to transitions from filled states below the Fermi level to
the conduction band.

The CPM spectrum exhibits a number of features, and is
divided into four regions for the purpose of discussion. These
are highlighted in Figure 4a and the corresponding electronic
transitions are schematized in Figure 4b. It should be noted here
that we have measured the dark current activation energy for our
samples, which lie in the range of 0.6–1.0 eV, placing the dark
Fermi level at a similar energy level below the conduction band
edge. This indicates that under CPM conditions, states from the
valence band to above mid-gap are fully occupied, and are there-
fore accessible.

Region (i) spans the energy range greater than 5.1 eV and
represents the high absorption region of the film. Given that
α-Ga2O3 exhibits a bandgap energy of 5.1 eV, as determined here
from the optical transmission and in line with previous
reports;[10–12] in that region, we expect carriers to be excited to
the conduction band from all filled states below the Fermi level
including excitation from valence band to conduction band. If the
material were a perfect direct bandgap semiconductor, with no
states in the bandgap, the energy-dependent absorption coeffi-
cient should scale with the square root of the photon energy
above the bandgap.[41] We would then expect the absorption coef-
ficient to fall rapidly to zero at energies below the bandgap energy
—as illustrated by the black line in Figure 3. If states extending
from the valence band edge into the bandgap are present, the
absorption coefficient will fall less rapidly as the photon energy
is gradually reduced below the bandgap energy. This is observed
in region (ii), spanning energies between 4 and 5.1 eV. Here, we
see a pronounced broadening of the absorption edge. In bulk
single-crystal β-Ga2O3, the extension of the band edge into the
sub-bandgap region has been measured by Hao et al. using pho-
tothermal deflection spectroscopy, in which their results were
characterized by a characteristic slope energy of 100–200meV.[19]

In our work, we obtain a value of 430meV which is significantly

wider, attributed to structural disorder, defect incorporation, and
phase inclusions, which we know are present in this film.[12,36]

An important element in interpreting the absorption coefficient
versus photon energy curve is to deduce which set of states
(empty, filled, or both) determines its “shape” in each region.
Generally, the broader (or less steeply varying) of the two will
be the dominant process in the convolution. In the case of
Ga2O3, it seems likely that the conduction band edge is a
relatively sharp energy probe, with a narrow, low density of tail
states. If significant tail states were present, they would reduce
electronmobility by multiple trapping—repeatedly immobilizing
carriers in shallow states until they are reemitted to the conduc-
tion band. Since mobilities of ≈ 100 cm2 V�1 s�1 have been
measured in Ga2O3 at room temperature,[42] and values of
200–300 cm2 V�1 s�1 are predicted,[43–45] and controlled n-type
doping with shallow donors is possible, there is no support
for conduction band tail states being responsible for the transi-
tions in region (ii). We therefore believe this broad absorption in
Ga2O3, extending between 4.0 and 5.1 eV, is associated with filled
states adjacent to the valence band.

Region (iii), which covers energies from 3.6 to 4 eV, highlights
the effectiveness of the CPM approach for obtaining the
absorption coefficient in the sub-bandgap region. As previously
discussed, the accuracy of the optical transmission measure-
ments diminishes as the transmitted light is maximized and
the detector cannot accurately measure relatively small intensity
variations against a large transmitted background. In contrast,
CPM reveals two orders of magnitude decrease in the absorption
coefficient, from 3� 103 cm�1 at 4 eV to 16 cm�1 at 3.6 eV.
Furthermore, we observe that the slope differs from that of
region (ii) in terms of steepness, which could imply that electrons
are being excited from states with different absorption character-
istics than region (ii). Given that the photon energy is here much
lower than the bandgap energy, it seems reasonable to infer that
absorption in region (iii) corresponds to transitions of electrons
from filled states below the Fermi level to the conduction band.
Here, we refer to the literature as a reference to defect states in
the bandgap of α-Ga2O3.

[46] Due to the energy range, we are look-
ing at defect levels which would reside between 3.6 and 4.0 eV
below the conduction band. Theoretical calculations suggest that
isolated gallium vacancies (VGa) reside around 3.5 eV below the
conduction band edge in α-Ga2O3.

[47] Gallium interstitials (Gai)

Figure 4. a) Absorption coefficient obtained via CPM, and b) corresponding band diagram illustrating electron transitions contributing to the measured
conductivity.
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and substitutional gallium (GaO) are predicted to have activation
energies in the same energy region; however, both defects exhibit
high formation energies and, therefore, are not expected to be the
responsible defect.[47,48] This was supported experimentally by
deep-level optical spectroscopy revealing VGa-related defect states
located ≈ 3.5 eV below the conduction band.[49,50] Further work
from Polyakov et al. suggested H-decorated complexes exhibit
defect levels situated 3.8–3.9 eV below the conduction band
edge,[51] and luminescence studies have associated 3.8 eV lumi-
nescence with H-decorated VGa.

[52] The low formation energy of
the H-decorated VGa compared to isolated VGa suggests that it is
the most probable form of the defect.[53] Here, we must note that
if a discrete set of traps were responsible for the transition, this
would be reflected as a series of steps in the absorption spectrum,
with each step associated with the activation energy of that
discrete level. Figure 4a is more reflective of an exponentially dis-
tributed set of states within the bandgap. We therefore tentatively
ascribe an exponential distribution of VGa–nH complexes as the
origin of the absorption in region (iii). We finally point out that
the transitions in region (iii) will be a convolution of transitions
from filled states in regions (iii) and (iv).

Lastly, region (iv) shows that the absorption coefficient
decrease extends further, from 16 cm�1 at 3.6 eV to 0.8 cm�1

at 2.7 eV, with a different slope than for regions (ii) and (iii).
Again, this region is masked on the optical transmission meas-
urements. Following a similar reasoning as for region (iii), we
interpret absorption in that region as resulting from transitions
from filled states below the Fermi level to the conduction band.
To interpret the origin of this region in absorption, we should
look for defect states residing between 2.7 and 3.6 eV below
the conduction band. As previously mentioned, isolated VGa

resides around 3.5 eV below the conduction band edge; however,
it is observed in the optical deep-level transient spectroscopy lit-
erature that di-vacancies of VGa and VO (VGa–VO) add additional
energetic states distributed between ≈ 2.0 and 3.5 eV below the
conduction band, depending on the charge state of each isolated
defect.[46,48] From a theoretical perspective, Varley et al. revealed
the possibility of isolated VGa which have relaxed to occupy inter-
stitial sites, with energetic levels calculated to be in the range of
2.1–3.3 eV below the conduction band, with the energy level
determined by the charge state of the defect.[53] Therefore, we
tentatively interpret region (iv) as arising from an exponentially
distributed set of states related to VGa-related defects involving
VGa�VO complexes, isolated VGa or relaxed VGa occupying inter-
stitial sites.

5. Conclusion

We present a revival of the CPM as a means of measuring the
absorption coefficient at sub-bandgap energies in wide bandgap
semiconductor films and demonstrate its application on α-
Ga2O3. The study combines optical transmission measurements
and CPM data to quantify the absorption coefficient spanning
from 0.8 to 105 cm�1 over an energy range of 2.7–5.3 eV. The
absorption spectrum was dissected into four distinct regions
which highlight the different electronic transitions leading to
photocurrent in the material. These regions reveal contributions
from band-to-band transitions (region (i)), band tails (region (ii)),

defect-mediated transitions which we tentatively ascribe to an
exponentially distributed set of states related to isolated VGa

and VGa-nH complexes (region (iii)) and VGa–VO divacancies,
and relaxed VGa occupying interstitial sites (region (iv)). This
study demonstrates that CPM is an effective method for quanti-
fying the sub-bandgap absorption coefficient as well as investigat-
ing deep trap states in thin films.
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